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THE GE-73 MOTOR.

The GE-73 motor was placed on the the GE-55 and the GE-66 box frame type of
market about two' years ago to meet the de- motors, the former of which has a phenomenal

mands for a railway motor for heavy high record of successful operation during the past
speed interurban cars, or to handle trains five years on numerous roads in this country

requiring rapid acceleration with frequent and Europe, and the latter a motor of the
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THE QE-73 MOTOR.

stops in connection with the General Electric

train control system.
After an extensive e.xperh nee with this

motor under practical operating conditions, the
General Electric Company now offers it with
Gie full assurance that it wih satisfactorily

meet the requirements of this c ass of service.

In general design, the mo' is similar to

same type of which the General Electric

Company is now manufacturing 1800 for the

Manhattan Railway, in addition to large
numbers for other roads.

The construction of the GE-73 motor

possesses marked advantages, some of which
are briefly mentioned in the following
description.
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pally from mechanical injury, the coils are taped

and then filled with a special compound.

The windings are especially well protected

from carbon dust, oil or mechanical injury.

The pinion-end core head extends out under
the end windings, with a flange extending up

past the ends of the coils. The windings at

both ends are covered with a strong canvas

dressing securely bound in place.

Following a long established practice of
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FIELD COILS.MAGNET FRAME. large and long bearings without sacrificing

other desirable features of construction, the

heads, in a cone shape, are extended well

under the commutator shell and pinion-end

armature core head, This construction forms

a support for the bearing linings which is very

strong and rigid.

The frame head castings have large oil

wells into which oily wool waste is packed and

comes into contact with a large surface of the

armature shaft through an opening cut in the

low pressure side of the bearing linings.
The linings are unsplit bronze sleeves,

finished all over with a thin layer of babbitt

metal soldered to the interior bearing surface.

The babbitt ftirnishcs an ideal bearing surface
and is so thin that it does not allow the arma

ture to rub on the poles in case it is melted

out by overheating.

Waste oil is prevented from entering

the interior of the motor by a series of oil
deflectors which throw it into large grooves

cast in the heads from which it is conducted

away.

The magnet frame is unsplit and is made

of one piece of cast steel in the form of a

cube with well rounded corners and large

bored openings in each end, into which the
frame heads carry ing the armature shaft bear

ings are bolted. The armature is put in place

or removed from the frame through these

openings.

The axle bearing caps are bolted to
vertical surfaces on tbe frame and the lamin

ated pole pieces are bolted to the interior, top,

bottom and sides of the frame by through
bolts with nuts on the outside of the frame.

The through bolts are readily renewed in case

they break or the threads are injured and the
outside nuts may be easil}' reached with a
wrench.'

The field coils are wound on cast bronze

spools, which are insulated with mica and

asbestos and then wound with Hat copjier
ribbon with asbestos ribbon between turns.

The outside layers of copper are covered with

a specially prepared tape and bound in with a

canvas dressing, filled with a compound to

prevent the entrance of moisture.

Forged bails are cast into the four top

corners of the frame to facilitate handling of

the motor, and planed bosses on the four

bottom corners permit the motor to be set up

in e.vact position 1 hen desired.

The opening over the commutator is in

clined a*- an ang’ so that the brush-holders

and commutator may be easily reached under

the ca^t fr([,m the axle side of the motor, or if

desiped, through a trap door in the car floor.

*'he opening is closed by a malleable iron

cover vdu.i a felt gasket, and the cover is held

in place by a quickly adjustable cam locking
device.

li

This form of bearing is fully equal in

simplicity and reliability to the standard

box journal bearing. The method of lubrica

tion and treatment is practically the same and

the boxes are reached through large hand

holes protected by swing covers, held in place ●

by a spring. Records show that these

armature shaft bearings have run 137,000

miles without renewal of the linings,

amount of oil required for the bearings i

ceedingly small. Wide experience indicates

that no other type of bearing equal to this has

ever been placed on a railway motor.

The axle linings are held in place by

steel caps which are tongued and bolted

planed and grooved vertical surfaces on the

frame. Large oil wells are cast in the caps

and are packed with oily waste which

comes into contact with a large surface of the

a.xle through openings cut in the bearing

linings. As with the armature shaft bearings,
the method of lubrication is similar to that

used for standard car box journals.

car
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PARTS OF THE OE-73 MOTOR.

The construction of the coil makes it

compact and especially well adapted

to radiate heat; the insulating material used

makes it semi-fireproof. In case of injury

repairs are easily made.

The bronze spools have finished bosses

top and bottom, which rest on corresponding

bosses on the frame and pole pieces. The
spools are held between these bosses when

the laminated pole pieces are bolted in place.

solid and

on

the General Electric Company, no bands are

allowed to project above the arn.atu e core.

Some years ago a special device was develop'=d

for securing the ends of the band wires, inde

pendent of solder. Armature baims and

windings on General Electric railway motors
never come off because of insecure or insuffi

cient binding. The bands are put on to stay.
There is an opening belowthecommutator

and three openings in the sides of the frame at

the pinion end. Any or all of the covers bolted

over these openings may be left off for ventila

tion where the service conditions will permit.

The armature and field leads are brought

through rubber-bushed holes at the commuta

tor end of the motor, on the side next to the

truck bolster. This arrangement reduces to

the minimum the movement of the leads

when the truck swivels in taking curves.

yv
■»

COMMUTATOR.

● ●
Conforming to the standard practice of

the General Electric Company, the commuta
tor segments are made of hard drawn copper,
insulated throughout with the very best grade
of mica. The cone micas are built up and
pressed hard and compact in steam molds.
Che segment mica is made of a somewhat

softer quality, with the view of making it
wear down evenly with the copper.

Much care is taken in the construction
of the commutator. The coned surfaces are

ARMATURE.

T-he armature is wound with three coils

pel slot, "pbe coils are wound two turns per
coil on

3-ccurately shaped forms and pressed
in steam molds in units of three coils each
with insulation between adjacent coils. These

triple coils are insulated with specially pre
pared fabric, which has been developed by
the General Electric Company after e.xhaust-

ive experiments. As a fi nal protection, princi-

BEARINGS.
The frame heads are made of malleable

iron cast in one piece. In order to secure

A. Mki.
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arrangement of the springs actuating the

fingers is such that there is but slight press

ure on the pins on which the fingers pivot.

This prevents any tendency of the fingers to
stick on the pins and reduces the wear to
the minimum.

There is a “ pig-tail” or shunt between

the fingers and the brush-holder body to pre

vent current passing through the springs or
pivoting pins.

machined with e.xtreme care and cleaned to

prevent possible short circuits, and creepage

distances are made long to prevent grounding.

The e.vcellent commutating qualities of

the motor, together with the good construc

tion of the commutator and deep segments,

insure a long life for the commutator.
The commutator shell and cap are made

of cast steel and the parts are extremely

strong. The segments are clamped very

special attention has been given to the matter
of ventilation. As previously mentioned

thei e are a number of openings in the magnet
frame, and in service which will permit of it,

the covers may be left off, thus securing a free
circulation of air between the exterior and

interior of the motor.

The armature is so constructed that when

turning, it draws a large volume of air into the

interior of the core and expels it along the
exterior. So well ventilated is the armature

used, depending on the gear ratio desired.

The teeth are accurately cut by special

tools in the General Electric Company's large
department specially organized for doing this
work.

The gear case is made of malleable iron

and is of an improved design. Radiating from
the points where it is attached to the motor

frame are strengthening ribs to prevent the

case from cracking when subjected to the
excessive vibration received in service. Both

I
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QE-73 AIOTOR-FRONT VIEW.

that It becomes a powerful blower at full

speed, and the large volume of air passing
through it in addition to small electrical and

mechanical losses keeps it unusually cool.
A -strong point in the construction is that
ventilation i

necessary protection to the armature windings.

gear, pinion and gear-
case.

1 he gear is made of a superior grade of

cast steel and the pinion from forged steel,

extra hammered, to improve the quality of the
metal, q'he gears have a 5’/' face and the
distance between gear centers is such that

either a No. 2h or No. 3 pitch may be

effected without .sacrificingIS

the top and the bottom halves of the case aie
bolted to the motor frame in order to minim

ize lateral vibration.

THE QE-73 MOTOR.

The brush-holders are adjustable to allow
for wear of the commutator,

clamped on mica insulated studs, sliding in
finished supports which are bolted to the

frame. This method of insulating brush-

holders was developed by the General Pdectric

Company some years ago and has been applied
to a number of motors with marked success.

There is a great advantage in using the high

est quality of insulating material which is not
injuriously affected by heat or moisture.

ventilation.
In the construction of the GE-73 motor.

I'hey are

tight and the cap is pressed home in a

hydraulic press previous to tightening the
commutator nut. The commutator will be

found to keep its shape well.

SUSPENSION.

The Gli-73 motor is designed for a nose

suspension. A cast lug on the front of the
frame rests on a bracket secured to the truck

transom. A forged strap is bolted over the

top of the lug to prevent the motor from rising.
Motors are mounted on or removed from the

truck from above when the truck is out from

under the car, no pit being required.

WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS.

General dimensions and weights of the

0  <#
BRUSH-HOLDERS.

The brush-holders, two in number, are
made of cast bronze and have two carbon

brushes per holder, d'he brushes slide in

finished ways and are pressed against the
commutator by independent fingers which

give a practically uniform pressure through
out the working range of the brushes. The

>

J.Mi
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GE-73 motor will be found on the motor sus

pension diagram, page ii, and weights of

equipments on page 9.

motor is rated at 75 H.P. based on a tempera

ture rise by thermometer of not more than
75°C. above the surroundingairafterone hour’s
run at 500 volts, the temperature of the sur

rounding air not exceeding 25°C.

This method of rating has been in use for

a number of years, and while it does not
necessarily give an exact measure of the

capacity of a motor to perform all classes of
service, it is a convenient and now well under

stood rating which conveys an approximate
idea of the relative sizes of motors, sufficiently
dost for general use. In addition, a motor

run at this rating will receive a very good all
around test of commutation, bearings, brush-

holders, heating, etc.

The predetermination of the capacity of
a motor to perform a given service is a prob
lem, the solution of which necessitates a com

plete knowledge of the mechanical, electrical
and thermal characteristics of the motor.

Knowing these characteristics, it is possible

to calculate the losses in a motor while per
forming any specified service. There is but

one way of determining how hot a motor will
run with these losses, and that is by reference
to actual tests of the motor under the

or similar service conditions.

Manifestly, the heating of a given motor

in service depends absolutely on the charac

ter of the service and consequently no reliable

estimate can be made of the necessary capacity,
or characteristics of the motor for successful

o])eration, without a complete knowledge of
the operating conditions. The weight of

or train, schedule speed, location and number

of stops, duration of stops, profile and plan of

road and voltage are necessary for a complete
and careful analysis of the problem.

The General Electric Company carefully
testseachtypeofmotorforefficiency,Pi<iossgs^

losses, friction losses, speed, counnutat-

iiig capacity, etc., at various voltages and

same

car

core

motors are put into actual service on the

Company’s experimental track (more than two
miles in length) and run day after day over a

wide range of known service conditions, careful

temperature measurements being taken, until
sufficient data is obtained to show what tem

perature different parts of the motor will reach,

not only with various total losses, but with
various distributions of these losses.

Possessing such complete information

covering all the characteristics of a given type
of motor, the Company’s engineers are in a
position to determine with much assurance

the adaptability of the motor to handle any
specified service. The problem then becomes

not a matter of guesswork, but of calcu
lation.

with blank service data sheets to fill out,
showing the character of the service which it

is desired to operate. The General Electric
Company’s great experience in this class of

work enables it to render valuable assistance,

and long e.xperience has indicated that

co-operation is mutually beneficial.
The blank form shown on page 12 will be

gladly furnished to prospective customers.

Speed, torque and efficiency curves of the
GE-73 motor with various gear ratios, corres

ponding to gear ratios given in the table, will

be found on pages 13-17. These curves are

convenient for general reference.

The diagram of the motor, showing ex
ternal dimensions and axle preparation on

page II, will enable truck builders and car
manufacturers to adapt trucks and cars for

the proper reception of the motor.

The table on page 10 giving estimated

schedule speeds in miles per hour for the
GE-73 motor is based upon motors operating

with 500 volts liae pressure at the motors.
The duration of the stops has been taken

as 10 seconds each.

i
ADVANTAGES.

The GE-73 motor as a type possesses a

number of advantages, some of which may be

briefly summarized as follows:
With the box type of motor maximum

capacity can be obtained in minimum space,
or a motor of given size may be designed with

larger factors of safety than with other types.
Considering how limited is the space into

which a railway motor has to be crowded, the
extreme severity of the service and the very
adverse conditions, the importance of large

factors of safety is readily appreciated.
With the GE-73 motor, trouble from

loose cap or frame bolts is eliminated. The
field coils are all connected together inside

There is no break in thethe magnet frame,

● ' m

As the power required to operate an

equipment affects not only the heating of the
motors, but also the total amount and cost of

power for operating the road, careful calcula
tions are made to determine the most suitable

characteristics of a motor for a given
and the most economical gear ratio to

The possibilities for saving power by careful

design and proper selection of gear ratio

much greater than ordinarily appreciated.
Eor convenient reference, and to enable

customers to quickly determine with consider

able accuracy the capacity of the GE-73
motor to handle cars or trains under ordinary

service conditions, a table based on tests, such

as have been described, has been prepared
showdng schedule speeds for various gear

ratios with varying number of stops per mile
and diffei-ent weights per motor.

The table will be found useful not only

for determining the service capacity of the

motor, but also for laying out practical
operating schedules.

As the reputation of its motors and the
interests of its customers are involved in the
selection of

Company desire to aid and co-operate wdth cus

tomers in selecting motors adapted for tbeir
service. To this end, customers are furnished

service

use.

are

the General Electricmotors.

frame magnetic circuit and no chance for oil
from the axle bearings or water to get into

the motor as sometimes happens at the joint

between the two halves of a split frame motor.

No other type of motor in the same space
permits of so large bearings and superior
method of lubrication. This type of motor

may use all available space on the truck to

the greatest advantage, and permits in con

sequence, a longer commutator and more

ventilating space than can

other type of motor. With no other type can

so large an armature be used on so large a
cross section of copper on the armature and
field coils. No other type with equally good
constants for a siven output can be built so

light. Considering convenience of handling,
efficiency and reliability of operation and low

cost of maintenance, no other type in large
sizes is equal to it.

be secured in any

The maximum estimated temperature rise
of motors above the surrounding air in each
case is not more than 65°C. with motors closed

and is based on operation of motors under
normal conditions. While theat'erageI

temperature rise will not usually exceed the
estimate of bS'^C. it should be noted that tc7n-

fcraturcs caft not be guaranteed since results
be affected by the manner in w'hich

equipments are handled by different motor-

can

men.

The table does not specify schedule

speeds with the higher speed gears and a

large number of stops per mile and multiple

running, for the reason that the schedule

W'hich it is possible to make wdth multiple'

running would heat the motors in excess of

6s°C. rise. However, schedules are given

which may be made with a temperature
rise of less than 65° C. w'hen motors are
in series.

RATING.
amperes.

E.xhaustive tests are made to determine

the capacity of the motor to dissipate heat

under operating conditions. I’tir this ptirposg

On account of the electrical efficiency

and good ventilation of the GE-73 motor, its

capacity for continuous service is high. The
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APPROXIMATE WEIGHT IN

POUNDS.

is, the highest gear ratio zvhich zvill make the

required schedule, is generally the one best suited

for the set vice.
The maximum speeds in the table are ap

proximate free running speeds on a level and
under favorable conditions. Excessive track

or car friction or head winds will necessarily

affect the speed. Tractive effort is taken at

20. pounds to 50 pounds per ton, depending on

the speed and weight of the car. An examin
ation of the motor curves will show the tract

ive effort assumed for the various speeds.
In determining “tons per motor,” the

total weight of the car or train, including
load, motors, controllers, rheostats, etc.,

divided by the number of motors, should be
taken.

The schedules starred are for motors in ling of cars may reduce the schedule. Also,

series, that is, 07i a basis ofan average potential if in addition to the regular stops, there is an
unusual number of slow downs, curves or

grades, schedule speeds will be reduced,

curves and grades are numerous or excessive, or
conditions are special or abnonnal and an

extensive analysis is necessary, complete
information should be furnished the General

lower schedule and also lower heating of Electric Company before deciding on the
motor equipment to be used.

The schedule speeds in the table should

be decreased by the percentages given below

multiple running between cities where an for a less voltage than 500. Eor each one

equipment would handle a heavier car than per cent, reduction in voltage, there will be
indicated in the table, or a higher speed approximately the following reduction in

gearing might be used for the same weight of schedule :
car. Further, motors with high speed gears i Stop per mile

motors than running in multiple, it may be

possible that there are service conditions
composed of series running in the city and

0.7 % (/ffOf 1%)

be able to handle a city service with i Stop per mile 0.5 %may
3 Stops per mile

7 Stops per mile

For an increase in voltage, the schedule

of 2gO volts across each motor.

This part of the table, viz., that giving

schedules for series running, will be found
convenient in cases of mixed service, that is,

partly suburban or interurban and partly city.
As running with motors in series gives a

If

0.2 %

o.i %
ultiplerunning and the usual number of stops

ile without a temperature rise exceeding

m

per m
65° C., provided a large part of the total

Motor complete with gear and gear
case

Double motor equipment, complete,
with K-13 controller

Double motor equipment, complete,
with Type M controller

b'our motor equipment, complete, with
L-4 controllers

Four motor equipment, complete, with
Type M controller

Gear ratios, with characteristic letters

and numerals corresponding with two-turn
armatures and 120 turn fields, are as
follows :

4022

0634

10985

19382

20682

' ■
‘ H

f* I ●

In ordinary service the average and not

the maximum load may be taken. The

average passenger load may be represented

by the seating capacity and the average weight

per passenger may be assumed as 140 pounds.
If the motors operate a large per cent, of the
time with maximum load, the maximum and

not the average load should be taken.
The tables do not apply when motors

used for electric brakes as the heating of the
motor is thereby increased.

are

distance run is suburban or interurban service may be increased by approximately the same
where but few stops are made. If it is per cents as it is decreased for a reduction in

important to take advantage of these points, voltage. It should be borne in mind, however,
full information should be furnished the that there will be an increase in temperature

General Electric Company for complete at the increased voltage and schedule. How-
analysis. ever, as there will be somewhat less heating

charac
teristic

NO.

GEAR
RATIO.

PITCH
.MOTOR.

NO.

4.3 3 GF-73-C-8
GI':-73-C-9

GF-73-C-10

GF-73-C-11
GF-73-C-12

79

3.41

‘2.95

‘2.57

2.12

80■)i

:,1 81
)i 82

In applying the tables to mixed conditions of motors at a lower voltage and schedule, it
where there are numerous stops per mile in is permissible to increase the schedule on
the city service and but few stops per mile parts of the line by increasing the voltage,
in the suburban and interurban service, the provided there is a corresponding decrease in
schedule for each class of service should be voltage and schedule on other parts of the
taken separately and a resulting schedule for fine,
the combined service obtained.

The schedule speeds given are based the schedule that can be made with the
upon the operation of motors under favorable weights but with different speed gears be-
conditions. To allow for normal delays comes more nearly the same.

When the same schedule is made with

As the number of stops per mile increases,
same

caused by curves, grades, slow downs, etc.,

2.V 83

'i

‘

m
the schedule speeds in the table are 10 % different speed gears, the heating
below theoretical schedule speeds, that is, it motors is less with the low speed than with
is assumed that delays incident to these the high speed gears,
causes will equal six minutes per hour. If Under ordmary service conditions the -watt
local conditions are such that this allowance hours per ton mile for a gE’C^
is thought to be insufficient, the schedules zvith the lozv than zvith the high fee,tgears.
given should be reduced 1.84% for each Therefore, in order to operate ivith the Ig-west
additional minute of delay. I'lxcessive track pozver consumption and also 'ioith the /o~

friction, head winds, or improper hand- heating of motors, the iozvcst speed gears, that

arc less

~a<est
or car

k

EEEA Ta

Page g.

Weights should be pijj instead of 4022
“  9974 “ '● 9(>34

"  " “ t02pq ●● ZOO'S'r

“ 202JjO

In same eolvnpi A' /j should be A'-6
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gSCHEDULE SPEEDS GE-73-C MOTOR.

Arm. 2 Turns, Fields 120 Turns, 500 Volts, 33" Wheels. READ BULLETIN CAREFULLY BEFORE APPLYING TABLES. C
0
J

TONS I’KR MOTOR.STOPS
PER
MILE.
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7.6*3.41 * 7.3
* 7.5

8 6.6* 7.1
* 7.3

I

* 7.9
# 8.1
* 8.5

8  2.95 ;t==x

2.578
r~ irtis]2.128 t.

I24.9
27.1

' 23.14.30 27.5 22.528.7Max.
speed
Dbl. I 2.95

3.41
29.1 26.126.8 23.9

29.6 25.330.5
32.2

31.3 28.229.0 0)26.1
31.4 '  ̂33.1 29.730.5 ■D 1^2.57 33.83,5.3 34.5Eqp. 0)X  ro

02.12 39.8 38.8 t
/■y.. to. D d£I

.Speed of four-motor equipment is 5 to 10% faster for same tons per motor.
‘Motors running in series.

u z.  i.
■iotc s/u-n'd rood:

,, ^i-eed of four-rij'; .■ cquipmait

i, faster than t'ioo-n. iil /■■I'.'ipr titt,
toe 2^2/—

rs'‘ t
I

/
I

■ 0

*  /J



general electric company GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

42^4-12 The GE-73 Motor.

DATA FOR

FOR

The GE-yj Motor. 42g4-IJ

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

RAILWAY EQUIPMENTS Railway motor

Characteristic Po.79

General Electric Co,

En_gineerin^ Dept.ON THE
RAILWAY.

MOTOR CARS: (Open or Closed)

Weight of empty cars and trucks not including electrical equipment

Length of car body,Length of car over all.

1
10 ●. tons (2000 lbs.)

GE-73-C-8Seating capacity,

If open car give number of benches,
Capacity with standing load,

TRAIL CARS: (Open or Closed)

Weight of empty cars and trucks

Length of car body.

No. of trail cars handled by motor

●  Se

tons (2000 lbs.). Length of car over all,

Capacity with standing load,,

cars are operated.Hours during which trail

ating capacity. -P
L
0
4 75 H.P. output at 130 Amp.Input.

Volts at motor terminals 500 .

Diameter of car wheel 33 .

Armature 2 turns.

Pinion 17,Gear 73,Ratio 4.3.

Gearing flo. 3 Pitch

ucar. -
4C -L(U OJ3

U 0 (1)
At ma.x. foltage the approx, max. speed desired on level is

Maximum line voltage is Minimum line voltage is

4- X > miles.

.. Average line voltage is

Time (excluding layovers) required to make round trip minutes. Length round trip miles.
Distance round trip in city service miles. Suburban

il

4-
.pL
o0)

●P
C

(0CL L
-P1) if)

u 0)
If)

Average number of stops on round trip in city service is. . .

..miles. Interurban

●  Suburban is  Interurban i

● m

i

10 seconds each.)

Diameter of car wheels is

4 -Qes. E0)
C -1L

s 4200
(It is assumed that the average duration of stops will be

Have motor cars single or double trucks? 4000100
■inches.

Number and duration of layovers, if any. 36 360090
■ f /

■),

32 320060

28 260070

Length in ft. % Length in ft. % Length in ft. % Length in ft. Length in ft%Grades :

Underscore grades
cars both

ascend and descend

in round trip.

which

24 2400% 60

20002050

16001640

# <● 12001230

It 8008
Re.marks (Particularly in reference to character 20

of service not covered by previous questions.)
400410

000
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220-

Amperes

0

Dated, 5 Feb. 1902.Signed

By, . . .● I
1

i
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANYGENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

The GE-JJ Motor. 42^4-1 ̂42g4-i4 The GE-J3 Motor.

General Electric Co,

Engineering Dept.

Railway motor

Characteristic Do.61
General Electric Co.

Engineering Dept.

Railway motor

Characteristic Flo.60
1*

1m m GE-73-C-10GE-73-C-9

-p
LO

C
75 H.P. output at 130 Amp. input.

Volts at motor terminals 500.,

Diameter of car wheel 33

Armature 2 turns .

Pinion 19, Gear 56, Ratio 2.95.

Gearing Do. 2 5 Pitch

L Cf-O>>
LU u<2 0- c 01

X.0 L ><+-
75 H.P. output at 130 Amp. input.

Volts at motor terminals 500.

Diameter of car wheel 33"

Armature 2 turns .

if-0)3O 0) L -P
u0 01 0)4- -P

cjr > a
(U LL +> 0 in -Pu0 o 0<0c CL in

Pinion 17, Gear 58, Ratio 3.4 I -

Gearing Do.2 5 Pitch

UL -Q0 E.0
0

-plOU -0)
0)u

44SI(U
0

V.

- c
40100 10040 4000

36 360090 9036 3600

32 32008060 32 3200

28 28007070 26 2800

24 240060 24 2400 60

20 20005050 20 2000

16 160040 1600 4016

J
12 120030 12 1200 30

20 88 800600 20

10 4004 4400 10

0 00 00 0
40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220

Amperes

0 0  2020 40 60 60 100 120 140 160 180 200 220

Amperes5 Feb. 1902
5 Feb. 1902

%
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANYGENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

42g^-l6 The GE-JJ Motor. Ttie GE-J3 Motor. 4294-17

General Electric Co.

Engineering Dept.

■Railway ITIotor
Characteristic Flo. S3

General Electric Co.

Engineering Dept.
Railway TTlotor

Characteristic Ro.62
X

i GE-73-C-12
# ●

GE-73-C-1 1
L

U 0
4C -
4L -0)

75 H.P. output at 130 Amp. Input.
■Volts at motor terminals 500.

Diameter of car wheel 33 .
Armature 2 turns.

Pinion 24, Gear 51 , Ratio 2.12 .

Gearing Flo. 2j Pitch

0)aL Uo 0o
4 oc - 4- >

75 H.P output at 130 Amp. input.
Volts at motor terminals 500".

Diameter of car wheel 33"

Armature 2 turns.

Pinion 21,Gear 54, Ratio 2.57.

Gearing Flo 2j Pitch

u 4-
0

OJ 4-a U0)u (U uo (U pc a. (04- j: >p LPo
0) 0)L in Po(D 0)JP - f(D inCL LC L

p -QE01(P V) P0-o OJ inu 56X!.01
CL E p

2600 52

482400 240048

7 44 2200220044 z
440 2000100 2000 I40 100z /z36 1800

/

2
90 1800 Efficiency36 90 zEfficiency'

32 16008060 160032

/zZ 28 140070140070 28
\ 7

24 12001200 724 6060

20 10001000 5050 20
MZ eed

8001680040 16 40

1# 600126001230 30

**# 40088 40020 7 20

200410 4 200 10 7
lid GE-73-C-12nF.-73-C-l l 00 000 0

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 ISO 200 220

Amperes

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 160 200 220 0

Amperes5 Feb. 1902 5 Feb. 1902
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IGENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

PRINCIPAL OFFICES, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

1SALES OFFICES:

BOSTON, MASS., 200 Summer Street.

NEW YORK, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., Sedgwick, Andrews & Kennedy Bldg. ■

Buffalo, N. Y., Ellicott Square Building.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 218-220 South Eleventh Street.

Baltimore, Md., Continental Trust Building.

Pittsburg, Pa., 602 Tradesmens Bank Building.

ATLANTA, GA., Empire Building.

New Orleans, La., 917 Hennen Building.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, Perin Bldg., Fifth and Race Sts.

Cleveland, Ohio, 310 New England Building.

Columbus, Ohio, Hayden Building.

Nashville, Tenn., Room 22, Cole Building.

CHICAGO, ILL., Monadnock Building.

Detroit, Mich., 704 Chamber of Commerce Building.

St. Louis, Mo., Wainwright Building.

Dallas, Texas, Scollard Building.

Butte, Montana, 47 East Broadway.

Minneapolis, Minn., Phoenix Building.

DENVER, COLO., Kittredge Building.

Salt Lake City, Utah, 25 East First South St.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Claus Spreckels Building.

Los Angeles, Cal., Douglas Building.

Portland, Ore., Worcester Building.

,.r

■  \

●»

FOREIGN :

Foreign Department,
Schenectady, N. Y., and 44 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

London Office,
83 Cannon Street, London, E. C., England.


